audio
bio
graphies
capture your loved one’s story
with a unique audio creation
that you’ll treasure for the rest
of your life - guaranteed.

I have a dear friend whose
mom passed much too early.
My friend was 22. Years later, she
replays her mother’s voicemails so
she doesn’t forget her voice.
The Audiobiography is a product that, through a
series of interviews, audio editing, and
professional mixing, allows you to listen to your
loved one tell their story. Instead of
relying on voicemails about errands and
quick check-ins, you’ll hear their voice,
their words, and their history, captured and
arranged into an engaging format you’ll be able
to replay and treasure for the rest of your life.

how it works
step one: consulting call
We’ll schedule an hour to discuss the timeline of
your loved one’s life, your goals for the project,
the package options, and what the perfect
product would look like for you.

step two: the interviews
Depending on what we decide, either you or I
will interview the subject of the project using the
questions and timeline we discussed during our
call. This may take 1-4 weeks, depending on the
goals for the final product.

step three: the production
I will professionally edit, mix, and produce an
mp3 file. Depending on the length of the project,
this may take 2-4 weeks.

option one:
“the one-off”
This package utilizes up to three hours of
recorded interviews to create a final audio
product between 60 and 90 minutes.
minutes The price is
dependent on whether I record the interviews or
you or a family member records the
interviews yourself. There are benefits to both,
which we will unpack on our consulting call.

if Alex records:
$2,100 total

if you record:
$1,720 total

The package includes:
• Pre-production consulting call
• Three (3) hours of interviewing
• Editing for up to three (3) hours of audio
• Storyboard creation and professional script writing
• Appropriately and legally licensed music
• One (1) round of edits*
• Professionally delivered final mp3 product (60-90 min)
*Additional edits: $150/round

option two:
“the series”
This package utilizes up to 6 hours of
recorded interviews to create a multi-episode
audio docuseries, the final product broken into
~20 minute episodes.
episodes Again, the price is
dependent on whether I record the interviews or
you or a family member records the interviews.
Listen to a sample of this option here.

if Alex records:
$4,200 total

if you record:
$3,380 total

The package includes:
• Pre-production consulting call
• Six (6) hours of interviewing
• Editing for up to six (6) hours of audio
• Storyboard creation and professional script writing
• Appropriately and legally licensed music
• Two (2) round of edits*
• Professionally delivered final mp3 product (3-4 hours in
20-minute episodes)
*Additional edits: $150/round

option three:
“the milestone”
This product, slightly different than the first two, is
an hour-long collection of interviews of folks in the
central person’s life. Less to capture a legacy from the
central person’s perspective, and more to surprise and
delight them with a collection of voices telling a story
about a beloved person in their life. Makes an
excellent birthday, anniversary, retirement, or
milestone gift.
Listen to a sample of this option here.

if Alex records:
$1,375 total

if you record:
$950 total

The package includes:
• Pre-production consulting call
• Interviews with fifteen (15) different people
• Professional editing and mixing
• Storyboard creation and professional script writing
• Appropriately and legally licensed music
• Two (2) round of edits*
• Professionally delivered final mp3 product (60 min)
*Additional edits: $150/round

Interested, or want more
information?
Let’s have a conversation!
These projects are my favorite
endeavor. Let’s make it work
for you.
Email me at alex.leeammons@gmail.com.

